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Let T be a rectifiable simple closed contour in the complex plane C bound
ing the domain F + . The notation F~~ will be used for the complement to F* 
U r in C U ». It will always be assumed that X = «> E F". 

A polynomial L(X) = A0 + XAt + • • • -f XmAm with n x n matrix coeffi
cients Aj and with det L(X) =£ 0 for X £ r is said to admit a (right standard) fac
torization relative to the contour T in case 

( 0 L(K) = I+(X)D(X)Z,_(XX 

where £+(X) is a matrix polynomial with det L+(k) ^ 0 for X E F* UT, £_(X) 
is a matrix polynomial in the variable (X - a)~~l for some a G F + and det £_(X) 
=ÉOforXEF"-,and 

D(K) = diag((X - * ) * 1 , (A - « ) * * , . . . , (X -a)K») 

with some nonnegative integers Kt < K2 < * • • < *„. Such a factorization of I(X) 
is not unique, but the numbers KX < K2 < • • • < nn which are called the (right) 
partial indices are uniquely determined by L(X) (see [1], [5]). An analogous 
definition of left standard factorization is possible. Here we deal only with right 
factorization. 

The factorization indices play an important role in the theory of systems 
of singular integral equations (see [1], [5]), Wiener-Hopf equations, partial dif
ferential equations, and the classification of holomorphic vector bundles on the 
Riemann sphere. There exists an algorithm for computing the indices which is 
described in [1]. 

In this paper we obtain some explicit formulas for the partial indices. As 
a main tool, we use the ideas of spectral analysis of matrix polynomials devel
oped in [2], [3], [4]. 

To begin with, consider the linear case I(X) = A - X/. Let A = 
diag(4|, A2) be a block representation where the eigenvalues of Ax are inside F4" 
and the eigenvalues of A2 are inside F~. Then (assuming that X = 0 is inside F*) 
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the equality 

A - XI = diag(/, A2 - X/)diag(X7, I)àx^g(X"1Al - /, I) 

is a factorization of A - XI and the indices are (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, . . . , 1) where 
the number of ones is exactly equal to rank Ax{— rank Im fT(A - XI)"1 dX). 
For a matrix polynomial, this result can be generalized as follows. 

THEOREM 1. Let L(X) = A0 + XAX + • • • 4- XmAm be a matrix polyno
mial with det L(X) =£ 0 for X E T. Then for the factorization indices KX < K2 

< • • • < Kn of L(X) the following equalities hold 

Kt = \U\n + rhl - rt < f - l , / = 1,2, . . . , w } l (f= 1 ,2 , . . . ,w), 

!:? .B-.3. .'.•.'.^•:":,.. )• »-, - i Jr v ^ - » * 
5-/ 5-/-l * * ' B-j-m-\J 

and \Sl\ denotes the number of elements in the set £2. 

The same formulas for K;- hold in case T is the unit circle and the Bj are the 
Fourier coefficients of L^ÇX): 

L-'ÇX)^ f ] \'Bt (1X1 = 1). 
/ = - o o 

THEOREM 2. Suppose that all the eigenvalues ofL(X) are inside F* and 
Z,(0) = /. Then 

K/= \{i\n + ^ _ ! - « / < ƒ - 1,/= 1,2, . . . , / i} | 

m - l 

v>0 is the minimal integer for which rank C" = rank Cy + 1 awe? P is the pro
jector on the first n coordinates. 

If not all the eigenvalues of L(X) are inside F + , then a similar result holds 
upon replacing C by CP9 where P = (2m)~l fr(XI - C)~l dX. 

We now briefly sketch the main steps in the proofs. 
At first without loss of generality in Theorem 1, we assume also that all the 

eigenvalues of L(X) are in F + . This reduction is justified by some results from 
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[4]. Now assuming that all the eigenvalues of L(X) are in F+, let JF denote an 
r x r matrix in Jordan form, which has the same eigenvalues and the same ele
mentary divisors as L(X). Let XF denote an n x r matrix with the eigenvectors 
and generalized eigenvectors of L(X) as columns arranged in correspondence with 
JF. These eigenvectors can be chosen in a canonical way such that [4] 

rank^m = nm, where Ki 

The next step contains the proof of the equalities q^ = ry- = rank Kj for ƒ = 
1, 2, . . . 9 772. 

The main step is the calculation of the indices Kj via the numbers rank Kj. 
It is based on an investigation of the subspaces Ker Kf. Using the structure of 
these subspaces, we are able to construct a matrix polynomial Af(X) with the same 
eigenvalues, eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors as L(X) and with an addi
tional important property: for some integers vx < P2 < • • • < vn the product 
(\vJdjk)M(\) is a matrix polynomial with an invertible leading coefficient. The 
connection between the numbers Pf and rank Kf allows us to complete the proof. 

The full proofs together with generalization for matrix valued functions and 
other results on indices will appear elsewhere. 
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